Austin Convention Center Department
Responses to the 2/25/17 Town Hall Meeting Comments Provided by Bill Bunch
2/27/17

Austin Convention Center Department (ACCD) Response:
ACCD staff were directed by Council Resolution 20151112‐033 to consider other facility needs
and the impact of the Austin Convention Center (ACC) Long‐Range Master Plan (Plan) on the
capacity to fund other venue tax uses (item 2 of the Resolution), and to look at the opportunity
cost of dedicating future Hotel Occupancy Tax (HOT) to the Plan in lieu of other potential uses.
ACCD’s response to those items can be found in the document provided to Mayor and Council
on February 6, 2017 at the following link:
http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=271538.
The response to item 2 begins on page 15, and the response to item 3 begins on page 18. In
addition, both an independent consultant report that addresses many of the Resolution items
and the financing illustrations that show how and when other venues can be pursued, as well as
how certain financing concepts can provide for additional funding for other uses, can be found
in the Appendix of the Resolution response, at that same link.
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ACCD response:
The data used to calculate the 2% figure stated above is incomplete and only represents a
portion of Convention goers. The amount used to calculate the 2% is the conservative estimate
that ACCD reports as block hotel room nights. As ACCD staff explained in its January 3, 2017
presentation to the Visitor Impact Task Force (VITF), ACC room night estimates are conservative
and do not include those room nights booked around or outside the block, so the reported
number is regularly underestimated. The presentation included the following points:


ACC room night estimates are conservative and do not include those room
nights booked around or outside room blocks (i.e. regularly underestimated)
o One study indicated an average of 34.1% of rooms booked outside the
block
o Another study indicated up to 15% of rooms booked around the block

More importantly, also in that VITF presentation, ACCD explained why its impact on Austin’s
Tourism Industry is greater than room night generation. The points made include:






Provides business to hotels, restaurants, other hospitality businesses during the
week, when leisure travel doesn’t, allowing business to employ more/full‐time
o 70% of 2016 ACC events occurred during the week
Business/convention travel spurs leisure travel that otherwise would not exist. A
report indicated:
o 60% of travelers have taken business trips that include leisure travel as
well, and
o 55% of those travelers bring family members with them
Business/convention travelers spend more than leisure travelers on average. A
study indicated:
o Business travelers spent approximately 6% more than leisure travelers

The full presentation can be found at:
http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=269388
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ACCD Response:
ACCD staff was directed by Council Resolution 20151112‐033 to assess long‐term viability of the
convention and exhibition industry and project market demand for Austin Convention Center
space (item 1 of the resolution.
ACCD’s response to those items can be found in the document provided to Mayor and Council
on February 6, 2017 at the following link:
http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=271538.
The response to item 1 begins on page 12, and references both data included in the Plan as well
as other supporting information. Page 13 of the response also references the independent
consultant report (Hacker Report) that addresses resolution item 1 that can be found in the
Appendix of the Resolution response, at that same link (pages 16‐24 of the report found in the
Appendix). The Hacker report includes the following conclusions (on page 6 of the report found
in the Appendix):





No evidence suggests that the demographic shifts that are occurring, the
continuing introduction of new technologies, or changes in business attitudes
will impede the continued growth of the convention and exhibition industry.
Substantial evidence suggests that meetings and tradeshows will continue to
grow and thrive.
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ACCD Response:
In the study reference above, the consultant projected that we would see an additional 182k
room nights if the ACC was expanded. At the time, ACCD reported that total block hotel room
nights were at about 150k room nights, so total would be about 332k (note: ACCD assumed the
increase would be after expansion was complete and business had stabilized, so in
approximately 2010). ACCD’s analysis shows estimated room nights in 2010, adjusted for the
estimated % of room nights booked both around and outside the block, since the room night
number ACCD reports is only those within the room block. And since the 1997 report did not
foresee the “around and outside the block” trend becoming what it has, the actual “block” room
nights need to be adjusted to make a more accurate comparison. The analysis is as follows:

The study also projected HOT revenue (and only used the 7% Ch. 351 HOT assessment in its
projections). ACCD analysis also shows the actual 7% HOT revenue as compared to the
projections. Note: Both in 2010, and in total, actual revenue was higher than projections.

Projections

Actuals
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ACCD Response:
ACCD has performed preliminary analysis as it relates to the effect on City property tax receipts
the proposed expansion could have.
Compared to current uses on the proposed expansion site, the estimated net increase to the
City’s General Fund through sales tax generated by the additional visitors, as compared to
property tax is approximately $9.6 million in the year of stabilization after expansion. ACCD also
considered other potential uses of the site, and performed analysis utilizing nearby office
properties. When adjusted for acreage size, ACCD analysis estimates a near break‐even result
when compare the additional sales tax to projected City property tax for that stabilization year.
The analysis can be found at: http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=271652.
It is important to note that this analysis should be considered preliminary in nature, and could
change dramatically depending on land acquisition scenarios, and the ultimate design and
components of an expanded convention center. ACCD does not believe that it should be a
foregone conclusion that the property will be fully removed from the tax rolls, and believes one
acquisition option that should be explored is through a long‐term lease versus a purchase.
There is also potential for additional development components within the expansion design,
depending on the land acquisition method and/or a development agreement that could have
significant impacts on the analysis, but are unknowns at this point. There is also potential for a
new downtown fire station and another Austin Energy chiller to be incorporated into the
expansion design, meeting important needs of the City that have not identified other solution
options.

ACCD Response:
The Plan recommends expansion to the West of the current convention center, in a non‐
contiguous form that leaves Trinity St. open.
ACCD staff was directed by Council Resolution 20151112‐033 to consider open space and green
space elements (item 9 of the resolution), walkability and downtown mobility (item 10 of the
resolution), and impact on auto traffic (item 11 of the resolution).
ACCD’s response to those items can be found in the document provided to Mayor and Council
on February 6, 2017 at the following link:
http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=271538.
The response to item 9 begins on page 27, the response to item 10 begins on page 29, and the
response to item 11 begins on page 30. In addition, an independent consultant’s preliminary
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traffic analysis report that addresses item 11 can be found in the Appendix of the Resolution
response, at that same link.
Regarding open and green space, some concepts for funding would allow various

improvements to the areas directly adjacent to the convention center, providing
additional benefits to local residents. In addition, conceptual designs include an open
street‐level space that invites pedestrian traffic through the facility. Sidewalks, bike
paths and transit improvements could also be part of the final development plans. And
finally, the full design of the expansion project will have traffic mitigation as an essential
focus. Additional parking, which would be open to local residents, could be part of the
expansion plan. The initial findings of traffic consultant’s work have indicated an
additional 400 peak‐hour cars per day as a result of the expansion. Related images
included in the response to Council Resolution are shown below.

ACCD has received a great deal of community and stakeholder input (and continues to do so)
and has regularly communicated its intent to include elements that provide for community
space, open space, activated street‐level elements and walkability in its most recent
presentations, including those presentations found at the following links:
Town Hall Meeting Presentation 8/27/16 (see PDF page 107 in link):
http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=271538
VITF Presentation 1/31/17: http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=270664
Council Presentation 2/7/17: http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=271207
Town Hall Meeting Presentation 2/25/17:
https://www.austinconventioncenter.com/expansion/
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ACCD Response:
As noted above, ACCD staff was directed by Council Resolution 20151112‐033 to consider other
facility needs and the impact of the Austin Convention Center (ACC) Long‐Range Master Plan
(Plan) on the capacity to fund other venue tax uses (item 2 of the Resolution), and to look at the
opportunity cost of dedicating future Hotel Occupancy Tax (HOT) to the Plan in lieu of other
potential uses.
ACCD’s response to those items can be found in the document provided to Mayor and Council
on February 6, 2017 at the following link:
http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=271538.
The response to item 2 begins on page 15, and the response to item 3 begins on page 18. In
addition, both an independent consultant report that addresses many of the Resolution items
and the financing illustrations that show how and when other venues can be pursued, as well as
how certain financing concepts can provide for additional funding for other uses, can be found
in the Appendix of the Resolution response, at that same link.
With regards to increasing HOT funding to cultural art uses, including music, as explained in
ACCD presentations and discussion with the community, State law caps the amount of HOT that
can be spent on cultural arts to 15% of a city’s Ch. 351 HOT assessment. The City of Austin
already allocates the maximum 15% to cultural arts. However, one of the funding concepts
identified for convention center expansion would provide the potential for additional HOT
funding for cultural arts and other uses, such as historic preservation. The financing concepts
were covered during ACCD’s presentation to Council on February 7, 2017. That presentation
can be found at: http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=271207. The video of
the presentation can be viewed at: https://austintx.swagit.com/play/02072017‐585.
The illustration of the financing concepts can be found at:
http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=271208.
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1) The greatest financial crisis facing the community is the explosive rate of growth of the cost of
housing. This has been driven by explosive population growth, particularly in the central
city. An explicit goal of the Convention Center Department is to bring visitors to Austin, with a
corollary goal of business and relocation recruitment. Visitors are seduced by the city's charms,
so both individuals and businesses commit to moving here. More newcomers means yet more
expensive housing. Thus, expansion of the convention program adds fuel to the fire of our
worst fiscal problem. The Convention Center Department, by fulfilling its mission, brings
horrendous misfortune to the people of Austin, whom they are supposed to serve. For the City
of Austin to further enable this by expanding the program does a terrible injustice to residents,
the impact of which dwarfs the City's so‐called affordable housing initiatives, which do nothing
more than subsidize a few winners at the cost of everyone else.
Austin Convention Center Department (ACCD) response:
Included in Council Resolution 20151112‐033 was direction for staff to study the impact
of convention center expansions on the median home price (Resolution item 5).
Our research indicates that there is no discernible impact of convention and tourism
industry on median home prices.
It is also important to note that without the overall economic impact of the tourism and
visitor industry, each citizen would pay more in taxes, which is currently estimated at
$1,080 for each Austin household in Travis County.
None of ACCD’s staff research resulted in finding any analysis of how convention center
expansions impact home prices. However, staff did obtain historical median home price
information for the comparable cities used in the Long‐Range Master Plan (Plan) to
perform our own analysis. We analyzed the change in median home price for the five
years before and after each city’s last expansion (or construction) to determine if there
was any identifiable correlation.
The Hacker report, which is included in the Appendix of ACCD’s response to the Council
Resolution (see link below) also concludes that there is no direct correlation connecting
the results of a convention center expansion and the impact on median housing and/or
rental costs.
The response can be found at
http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=271538. Item 5 begins on page
22 of the response, and is as follows:
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2) Like many bureaucracies, the Convention Center Department has drifted from its goal of
enhancing the prosperity of the community to enhancing its own self=survival. It sees itself as
competing with other local convention facilities, mostly private enterprises that are then
stressed by the City's public‐subsidized competition. The Department now wishes to outflank its
local competition by out‐sizing them, though they will continue to compete directly for small
and medium‐size conventions. This has nothing to do with bringing prosperity.
ACCD Response:
The business model employed by ACCD seeks to maximize the City’s Hotel Occupancy
Tax (HOT) revenue instead of maximizing its own facility revenue. Maximizing Hotel
Occupancy Tax not only benefits ACCD, as a recipient of a portion of HOT, but directly
benefits the other recipients of HOT, including all of the arts organizations receiving
grants through the Economic Development Department cultural arts allocation of HOT.
Maximizing HOT also results in a higher number of room nights, providing increased
room revenue for hotels. Higher room nights also mean more visitors staying in Austin
and spending more money in local businesses and paying sales tax that goes to the
City’s General Fund. General Fund revenue from this source lowers the amount Austin
taxpayers pay for General Fund services.
As it relates to ACCD competing with other local convention facilities, the data on the
amount of lost convention and meeting business Austin is experiencing does not suggest
that the Austin Convention Center is taking business away from other facilities. In 2016,
approximately 50% of convention and meeting business seeking to hold events in Austin
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could not because of lack of availability (calendar dates) or lack of space. This business
could not find any suitable venues in Austin in which to hold their events.
3) The Convention Center Department has enriched itself and its employees by shifting
responsibility for funding operations and maintenance of its local event facility from the bed tax,
as was used for Palmer Auditorium, to the car rental tax created for the Town Lake Park
Community Events Center Venue Project. As you know, voters authorized this tax only for
construction and development of the venue, not for Palmer Events Center operations and
maintenance. This use of that revenue stream has been wholly illegitimate and illegal for 18
years. It has resulted in the City's abandonment of its obligation to enhance Auditorium Shores
and create a great park in the venue district as specified by voters and an extensive public
process. Until that park development is made 100% whole, the Convention Center Department
should be prevented from embarking on any new capital program. As of 2011, realizing that
plan would require on the order of a $20‐22 million investment, a number which surely has
grown in the high‐cost construction environment that has developed since then.
ACCD response:
The use of venue funds for construction and for operations and maintenance costs is
authorized by Texas Local Government Code Section 334.042. Consistent with that legal
authority, voters approved the venue in projects in 1998. In 1999, the Attorney General
approved the City’s bonds with a flow of funding identified in the bond ordinance that
include the operation and maintenance of the Town Lake Community Events Center (i.e.
Palmer Events Center) and the associated garage. The Bond Official Statement includes
the following flow of funds:

The full Official Statement can be found at:
https://assets.austintexas.gov/financeonline/finance/downloads/finalos‐
2withappendix.pdf. In addition, the City has obtained legal advice from bond counsel to
make sure that the use of these funds is consistent with the legal requirements.
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